
May 21, 2014: Summary of questions and answers during Facebook thread where Dr. 
Dave Scott, staff veterinarian at Carolina Raptor Center answers questions about the 
care and rehabilitation of the Jordan lake eaglet who fell from the nest on May 15, 2014 

Link to Carolina Raptor Center Facebook page – to view the full conversation: 

https://www.facebook.com/CarolinaRaptorCenter 

Link to medical record of the eaglet: http://raptormed.carolinaraptorcenter.org/cgi-

bin/RaptorMedCGI.exe?patient=17934-2014-0324 

Q. Please let me know if there is a way to u-stream cam the progress of the recovery. Also, has 

the gender of the eaglet been determined by feather DNA? 

Carolina Raptor Center We won't be Ustreaming right now. But we might have 

something later. 

Carolina Raptor Center We would use blood for the sample if we decide we need 

to know the gender. We might DNA test in the future. 

 

Q. Is there some sort of protocol for tracking her once she is released? Something with GPS? 

Carolina Raptor Center This is something that we are working on. The method is 

actually cell-phone tower based. We'll have an update on this as soon as we know 

more information on release. 

 

Q. I would like to know what the critical events or milestones are for this eaglet and when those 

milestones are anticipated to be reached. Also, given those milestones when do you believe you 

will have a good idea about the eaglets future as far as being releasable etc. What things will 

need to happen to make a determination on release or not? 

Carolina Raptor Center  from a fracture standpoint we might have an idea about 

releasability in about 2 weeks. But it is a long road to release from there. At about 

3 months old we should have a better idea. (6 weeks from now - give or take.) 

 

Q. Since mom and dad would be feeding do you use a puppet to feed so that she will acclimate 

and not refuse food? She was not self feeding at time of fall! 

Carolina Raptor Center It is taking food from the tweezers. We unfortunately do 

not have an eagle puppet because we have not received permission from USFWS 

to have one. We have asked. We do have puppets for all other species. Also, she 



is leaving the danger window for imprinting, so it is not as much of a risk right 

now. 

Q. How did the eaglet get anemia, from the trauma or is that something that is common in 

eaglets? 

Carolina Raptor Center Young birds are usually moderately anemic compared to 

adults. She is definitely more anemic. Parasites could cause it. Trauma with blood 

loss was not evident, so we've ruled that out. Emaciation could also cause it -- but 

it appears that the parents were feeding it well, so that is ruled out too. It is a little 

bit of a mystery right now. 

 

Q. If s/he is releasable would you relase at Jordan Lake or will s/he go to your hack tower? 

 

Carolina Raptor Center  most likely our hack tower. We'll post something later to 

describe the process of soft release that we use with our eaglets. 

 

Q. What did you learn from the blood test results? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Anemic, lead normal, white count normal. Other than the 

anemia she looks good! 

 

Q. So now that the fracture has begun healing is the anemia your biggest concern right now? 

Carolina Raptor Center Fracture is our #1 concern. Anemia should resolve. 

 

Q. What is the possibility of having the baby eagle returned to the area of Jordan Lake and if so, 

will she re unite with her parents? 

Carolina Raptor Center It is unlikely because of her injury that she would be 

returned to the area. The parents will likely abandon the area before she would be 

well enough to return. 

 

Q. If she is able to be released, how do you decide where to release her? 

Carolina Raptor Center We use a soft release method for eaglets this age from our 

hack tower. We'll post more info on our FB page later. 



Q. Baby E ate mostly fish that Mom caught (Dad ate off the pantry lol). Is there a reason you 

feed her rat and fish? Could you give her an all fish diet until she is healed and off meds? 

Carolina Raptor Center Eagles will typically scavenge about half of their diet. 

Surf and turf! for us here it is logistically easier to tweezer feed rat than fish 

because of all of the bones. 

 

Q. Is the eaglet showing any interest in the adult next to it? Is there any interaction between 

them? 

Carolina Raptor Center They are looking at each other. Kind of what we expect. 

 

Q. How much more in donations is going to be needed to cover Jordi's total medical bills? 

Carolina Raptor Center We don't have that info here. We can let you know at a 

later date. … Carolina Raptor Center Yes, for sure. Any donation is welcomed. 

We are a non-profit organization dependent on donations. 

 

Q. Any chance you would consider using Savannah & derrick as foster parents? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Some possibility. Right now we are in a wait and see 

mode. 

 

Q. How long will the foot and leg be wrapped up? 

Carolina Raptor Center We'll x-ray her every 3-4 days and likely she will stay in 

the splint for 10-14 days. Babies heal fast. 

 

Q. Could the Meloxicam be affecting the eaglet's appetite? 

Carolina Raptor Center Possibly, but we use it all the time and don't have a 

problem. It definitey gives her a lot of pain control, which makes her want to eat 

more. 

 



Q. In the chance that the leg does not heal enough for Little E to be returned to the wild, where 

would h/she go? 

Carolina Raptor Center If it doesn't heal enough for the bird to stand (weight 

bearing on both feet), we unfortunately would have to consider euthanasia. But if 

it just can't be released and is otherwise healthy, it would be easy to place her in a 

zoo or aviary in the US. 

 

Q. It was noted that Baby Jordan was infested with lice when rescued. How common is this? 

Carolina Raptor Center Really common in the wild, even with adult birds. We see 

it a lot. 

 

Q. If eaglet is off fluids, is it eating enough now to gain weight? 

Carolina Raptor Center It is getting enough food -- about half self fed and half 

tweezer fed. 

 

Q. What does the eaglet weigh now? 

Carolina Raptor Center 2784 grams or 5.9 pounds. 

 

Q. I would have to expect evidence of some internal bleeding with a 60 ft fall 

Carolina Raptor Center  Possibly. There is nothing additional that we would do 

treatment wise for that. 

CT scan possible to ID any soft tissue damage? Or is this something not done 

in avian med? 

Carolina Raptor Center No. No CT scan here (would you like to donate one?). 

☺ 

 

 



Q. When little jordan is well enough/ old enough to fledge and care for his/her self will it be 

considered to rehome in jordans home territory?? 

Carolina Raptor Center  It is unlikely that it will be possible. We will let you 

know what the process for release is when we get there. 

 

Q. Do you ever use a steroid to promote an appetite? 

Carolina Raptor Center  No. We don't do that. 

 

Q. The temperature of the talons is mentioned on her chart several times. Is that an indication of 

blood flow or something else? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Yes. The toes were a little cool when she came in and are 

now normal range. 

 

Q. Any chance to get to see the eaglet when visiting the raptor center? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Sorry. No. Stay tuned for a possible cam later. 

 

Q. Any chance to get to see the eaglet when visiting the raptor center? If so, how soon? 

Carolina Raptor Center  No. All animals in the hospital are off limits to the 

public. We minimize staff interaction as well. That is one reason we limit feeding 

to 2 meals a day at this point. There is a possibility that there will be a camera in 

the hack tower when we get to that point. 

 

Q. Do you anticipate underfunding? I just want others to know the urgency. P.S. Is it better to 

mail to CRC or online donations better? 

Carolina Raptor Center As a non-profit, we always appreciate donations to our 

work. Online donations are the easiest for us to process. 

 

 



Q. On a scale of 1 - 10 how feisty has the eaglet been? 

Carolina Raptor Center She is acting normally. But eaglets of this age are pretty 

quiet. 

 

Q. Is baby E gaining weight in a satisfactory way yet? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Not yet. But we are monitoring food and weight. 

 

Q. Does lil E respond at all to the adult eagle you have put near her? 

Carolina Raptor Center They are looking at each other. Not much interaction. 

 

Q. I noticed that it was said the eaglet was emaciated, but if the parents were feeding it well, why 

would it be emaciated? Also, the eaglet doesn't appear to be gaining weight just yet. Is this 

worrisome at all? 

Carolina Raptor Center She was slightly underweight -- keel score 2. Which is not 

too worrisome. We are watching her weight and food intake daily because we 

want her to gain. 

 

Q. What are considered a normal Hgb.Hct at this eaglets age and what was the eaglets? or PCV, 

or what marker s do you use and what is considered normal? 

Carolina Raptor Center Her PCV was 20 -- normal for an adult is 40-45. Young 

birds are typically around 30-35. 

 

Q. Is the "metalic FB" that was removed on Mon., what we see on the first x-rays? 

Carolina Raptor Center Yes. It was almost like a little needle. Rusty and dirty. We 

are not sure what it was. 

Q. Does the little metal piece being rusty, etc cause other health concerns, infection, 

other??? 

Carolina Raptor Center No, it was just in the skin. 



Q. I am wondering why you decided to splint the eaglet’s leg rather than pin it. 

Carolina Raptor Center Good question. The break was very close to a joint. Bones 

of this age bird are very soft and I felt like surgery would be more risky. 

Especially because they heal more quickly. 

 

Q. Since eaglets need adult eagles to 'imprint' from while in the nest, how likely is it that this 

eaglet will be releasable even if the talon heals completely? 

Carolina Raptor Center We are leaving the imprinting window, so it should not be 

a problem. We minimize human contact to make sure that will go well. That is 

also why we've bunked the other adult next to her. 

 

Q. Now that calcification has begun at the point of fracture, do you consider the anemia the most 

serious of Lil Jordan's issues?? 

Carolina Raptor Center Fracture is definitely #1 concern. The anemia will likely 

resolve. 

 

Q. Does the fact that she's not yet standing give her leg a better chance at healing? 

Carolina Raptor Center  possibly. If you look at the x-ray the bones haven’t fused 

yet, so this bird has some growing to do, yet. 

 

Q. I noticed you put in an order for Fenben - does she have some sort of intestinal parasite? 

Carolina Raptor Center We routinely treat all babies for parasites -- one of the 

possible causes of the anemia. 

 

Q. What are the normal lead levels (no concern) and how were the Eaglet's levels in relation? 

Did s/he receive any chelation? 

Carolina Raptor Center The eaglet's current level is what we call "background" 

level. Very low. No chelation required. 20 and above is what we treat. 

 



Q. What are "mutes"? And "vent" area? Is that excretory area? 

Carolina Raptor Center  Poop. Vent is rectum. 

Carolina Raptor Center (a reader) asked "What is the probability that the break will heal well 

enough to be returned to the wild? Cathy -- or estimate is that the prognosis is fair to good about 

a 50% chance right now. The X-ray today looked good and showed that the break was starting to 

heal. 

Carolina Raptor Center (a reader) asked "What are the next important milestones?" Self feeding 

is definitely one to look for next. And then when she starts standing on her own -- which is down 

the road a little bit. 

 

 


